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Retail in a 
Digital World
How to Survive 
and Thrive
in a world where 
technology is rewriting 
the rules of retail
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Dear Retail Customers and Partners,

In 10 years, retail will look very different. While the store will remain a cornerstone in most retail 
models, the “retailer of the future” will capture demand and trigger processes from novel sources 
such as wearables, mobile devices, smart homes, and cars. Nearly all store sales will be 
influenced by digital in 2020,1 and the retailer of the future will excel at orchestrating core 
processes in the maze of near-infinite purchase paths available to ever-more discerning 
consumers.

Already by 2020, we will see:
• 3.8 billion – half the world’s population – using the mobile Internet2

• 75 billion connected devices3

• 5 billion people on social networks4

Behind these numbers are groups and individuals who shape retail with their social, lifestyle, and 
digital habits – disrupting the industry and creating opportunities for innovators who understand 
how to engage effectively in a digital economy. Consumers are already taking control of their 
shopping experiences and blurring the lines among retail formats, between online and offline, 
between retailer and social network. I am convinced that this is just the beginning. Retailers will 
continue to evolve and thrive with the digital disruptions to traditional shopping models.

Over the past couple of years, I’ve experienced a gradual change in my meetings with CEOs and 
their teams. Boardroom conversations are increasingly focused on consistent customer 
experiences, authenticity of the brand in every customer interaction, integrating supply chains for 
execution at the moment of decision, and investing in physical and virtual stores to refine and re-
invent the retail business model.

A constant refrain I hear is that there is too much existing complexity in retail, yet consumers are 
more likely to recommend a brand because it provides simpler experiences.5 Retailers are not 
alone; this is why we had called out complexity as the thorniest issue facing all industries today. 

In the following pages we will discuss how you can tackle complexity and reclaim control of your 
digital future. We will explore how you can reimagine everything from business models to retail 
processes to how people work.

Delivering on expectations of today’s consumer requires navigating a path that re-imagines 
business in light of current and future digital disruptions, yet builds on your existing investments 
and assets.

We are looking forward to walking this path together.

Run Simple

Lori Mitchell-Keller
Global General Manager Consumer Industries

Delivering on expectations 
of today’s consumer 
requires navigating a path 
that reimagines business in 
light of current and future 
digital disruptions, yet 
builds on your existing 
investments and assets.

Lori Mitchell-Keller
Global General Manager
Consumer Industries
SAP

LORI’S POINT OF VIEW
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Big picture: The digital economy already has and will continue to transform retail

The digital economy

Technology trends 
Five technology trends have converged into the digital economy – hyperconnectivity, 
super computing, cloud computing, a smarter world, and cybersecurity. The resulting 
pace of change is staggering. According to a recent survey, almost half of retail 
executives believe that risk of being put out of business increases as a result of digital 
disruption.6

Do you know your competitors?
Your competitive landscape is being redefined every day. Out of nowhere, companies 
like Uber and Warby Parker are disrupting entire industries with digitally led 
strategies. But the threat of disruption does not come only from Silicon Valley.  
Whether it is Nordstrom buying Trunk Club or Neiman Marcus launching “snap-find-
shop,” many established retailers have significantly upped their digital game. Not 
surprisingly, “Executives see digital offerings from established competitors – not 
start-ups – as their biggest source of competitive pressure.”7

Are you delivering on consumer expectations?
Customers expect a new type of experience: one that is frictionless, where commerce 
is seamless, and where technology is invisible. Consumer choices are limitless, 
information is at their fingertips, switching costs are low, brand loyalty is fickle – they 
want you to deliver on their expectations or someone else will.

Are you executing on a digital strategy?
Retail executives know the world has changed. According to a Bain study, outside of 
the TMT (tech/media/telecom) industries, retail is projected to have the highest 
degree of digital disruption through 2020. 8 Ninety percent of CEOs believe the digital 
economy will have a major impact on their industry, but only 25% have a plan in place 
and less than 15% are funding and executing on the plan.9

Are you unsure of the returns on investments? 
Companies that have embraced digital and execute on their digital strategy are seeing 
real shareholder and stakeholder value. Value creation is significant, with +9% 
revenue creation, +26% impact to profitability, and +12% market valuation.10

The road map to relevance is to proactively evolve before your 
competitors force you to – when it may be too late.

Digital strategies are 
disruptive and changing the 
rules of retail.

• Under Armour is not just selling 
shirts and shoes; it is connecting 140 
million people on a digital health 
platform11

• Uber is not just another taxi 
company; it is transforming into an 
“urban logistics” company with 
200,000 drivers, roughly double the 
size of the UPS delivery workforce12

• Warby Parker is not just an online 
retailer of eyewear; it is seamlessly 
blending digital and physical to 
disrupt an entire industry 

• Alibaba is not just the largest e-
commerce company; it is also a 
financial services and technology 
company blurring industry lines

• Macy’s is not just a storied 150-year-
old retailer; it’s also the 2014 Mobile 
Retailer of the Year and a risk-taker in 
embracing digital and mobile 
technologies13

EVERY BUSINESS IS NOW A 
TECHNOLOGY BUSINESS.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The future: Complexity is an obstacle to digitization

FROM STANDARDIZATION TO SIMPLIFICATION AND INNOVATION 

70%
of consumers are more 
likely to recommend a 
brand because it provides 
simpler experiences and 
communications17

81%
Of executives surveyed 
believe simplification 
is important for their 
organization, and 88% 
admit IT investment is 
important to achieve 
simplification 18

36
Enterprise apps per billion 
dollars in revenue for the 
average company. This is 
driving most of the technical 
complexity19

Most retailers know they need to do more to 
transform their businesses for the digital future, 
but they are encumbered by the past on two 
fronts – culture and legacy technology. Both are 
too complex and inflexible to support agility 
required for digital transformation.

Complexity is the most intractable issue of our 
time, an epidemic of wide-ranging proportions, 
affecting our lives, our work, and even our health. 
Recognizing this, new brands are emerging with 
simplicity as their core mantra. They are finding 
that simplicity pays! “Simpler brands garner 
greater customer loyalty, foster innovation among 
employees, and, in the long run, increase 
revenue.”14

Complexity exerts negative pressure on the 
bottom line. The 200 biggest companies in the 
world lose over 10% of their annual profit because 
of complexity – over $237 billion.15 Productivity 
growth in almost every advanced economy is 
slowing or declining.16

For 20 years, retailers have invested in 
standardizing business processes and 
implementing productivity tools. Right 
merchandise, pricing and promotions discipline, 
supply chain efficiency, and POS execution were 
keys to success, and technology solutions 
emerged to support specific functions. The results 
were remarkable – significant value was created 
with productivity and margin improvement.

But, complexity still remained. In fact, it was made 
worse with the proliferation of products, data, 
consumer demand, channels, and geographies.

How do we pull ourselves out of this 
complexity?

The answer is simple

To get the most out of this new world of digital 
business, you need to run simply.

Finding ways to run simply matters more than 
ever in order to drive business innovation.  
Running simply means reimagining business 
models based on real insights, not trends. It’s 
when you can serve customers, not your 
process. It’s when technology works for you 
and your customers, instead of the other way 
around.

This needs to be added to the business 
agenda. 

When you run simply, you can unify the  
customer experience across channels, 
empower and engage your workforce, weave 
together a seamless partner and supplier 
network, and make business processes work 
together.

Running simply is contagious. When you run 
simply, it has a direct effect on how customers 
interact with and perceive your brand.   

SAP’s Run Simple operating principle 
integrates digital systems and orientates you 
toward reimagining, so that innovation isn’t 
restricted. 

SAP HANA is the great simplifier. 
At the foundation of digital business is a 
flexible, secure, real-time innovation platform 
that makes all this possible – SAP HANA. 
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REIMAGINING

Do you have the right digital strategy? Are you just tweaking around the 
edges? Digital is an opportunity to reimagine all aspects of your business 
with customers at the center and  with a focus on business outcomes. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

REIMAGINE 
RETAIL PROCESSES
If technology was not a limitation, how would you fundamentally 
change business processes based on real-time and complete 
customer and business data? Many possibilities exist, such as:
• Automated, dynamic, and contextual pricing based on a 

shopper’s digital footprint

• Flexible supply networks enabling short lead times and 
“make-to-order” assortments

• Tracking and tracing along the supply chain with connected 
warehouses

REIMAGINE 
SHOPPER ENGAGEMENT 
Nowhere is the impact of digital more profound than in 
processes and technologies that directly touch customers. A 
great omnicommerce customer engagement must include:
• Knowledgeable store associates armed with as much or 

more information than consumers 
• Social engagement involving brand, employees, and 

consumers
• In-store technologies to augment shopping experience
• “Segment of one” merchandising, marketing, and loyalty

REIMAGINE 
BUSINESS MODELS
With digital playing a larger role in commerce, many newer 
business models rethink the use of technology in creating and 
capturing new sources of value. Examples include:
• Retail-as-a-service focuses on outcomes not on products

• Data and insights help not only in growing the core business 
but also in creating new businesses that directly monetize 
data

• Business networks and marketplaces are enabling retail with 
no physical inventory

• Consumer need for instant gratification is giving rise to retail-
on-demand models, such as flash sale sites and pop-ups

PLATFORM

In order to reimagine your business, you need to have 
the right platform in place. The right technologies 
ensure agility and a rich environment for innovation. 

SAP’s digital business framework is based on five 
key pillars of a digitization plan:
1. Customer experience across all consumer touch 

points
2. Supplier collaboration across all spend categories 

(merchandise, services, and T&E)
3. Core business processes, such as merchandise 

planning, supply chain, manufacturing, and finance
4. Workforce engagement, including store 

associates and seasonal staff
5. Assets and the Internet of Things (IoT) to drive 

real-time insights and enable new business models 
from inventory and all other physical assets

Each of these pillars provides a step toward a digital 
future, but the magic happens when they all 
interconnect to achieve truly transformational retail 
business outcomes. Return on investment (ROI)
drives this significant phase of the transition to digital. 

We leverage Design Thinking as a key approach to the 
re-imagining phase. Design Thinking can be described 
as a discipline that uses the designer’s sensibility and 
methods to match business needs with what is 
technologically feasible and what a viable business 
strategy can convert into customer value and market 
opportunity.

The Road Map to Digital Retail: Steps to digitize your retail business

98%
of organizations believe that the digital economy 
and IoT will have significant impact on innovation20

96% 
of organizations believe that the digital economy and IoT 
will have significant impact on organizational efficiency21
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

We are witnessing an era of true retail business innovation. Breakthrough technologies have matured and 
hit scale together, creating a perfect storm of five defining trends:

Fundamental changes: Five technology trends changing everything 

From smart phones to smart clothing, we are witnessing an explosion in 
connections at the individual and machine level. Retailers can engage with 
the hyperconnected world to reach new customers, open the doors to new 
levels of personalization, connect with suppliers in real time to drive new 
levels of efficiency, and derive new insights and business models from 
sensors and physical assets.

HYPERCONNECTIVITY

The limits of 20th century computing power are gone. In-memory computing 
enables true real-time retailing and the delivery of personalized consumer 
experiences that are both relevant and contextual. Supply chain, marketing, 
merchandising, and forecasting processes can run in minutes, not hours or 
days, changing how people work and how business is optimized.

SUPER COMPUTING

Technology adoption and business innovation now move at lightning speed. 
Retailer supplier interactions are moving to new cloud-based collaboration 
platforms, where millions of businesses and users are connected in a matter 
of days. Consumers are inherently social, congregating on cloud platforms, 
freely sharing opinions and influencing shopping behavior. The need for 
flexibility and speed when ramping up in new markets or channels highlights 
the role of cloud delivery in retail businesses.

CLOUD COMPUTING

Smarter robots, smarter printing, artificial intelligence, and smarter products  
will completely reshape value chains, retailing in general, and ultimately the 
entire world. For example, with 3D printing, retailers can make spare parts on 
demand or test out new fashion designs with more advanced textiles. With 
connectivity and smarter products, retailers can manage products they are 
selling remotely.

SMARTER WORLD

Several recent high-profile and massive data breaches have put securing 
customer and financial data at the top of the priority list for retail CIOs. 
Contrary to popular perception, hackers are not the primary culprits in the 
majority of security incidents – internal mistakes made by employees lead to 
nearly two-thirds of data breaches . Technology and proper governance are 
required for all data, interactions, identities, and business partners – any 
vulnerability could lead to catastrophe.

CYBER SECURITY 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

68% 
of retailers believe that 
failure to adapt to hyper-
connectivity is their 
company’s biggest risk22

Increase in processing 
speed is equivalent 
to reducing a London-
NY flight from 

8.25 hours to 
8.42 seconds23

$800 billion+ 
in business 
commerce through 
the Ariba Network24

Economic implications 
of  3D printing are 
significant with up to 

$550 billion
a year by 202525

77%
of retail CIOs consider 
“strengthening security 
capabilities to protect 
customer credit 
and personal data” as a 
top-three priority26
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REIMAGINING

THE DIGITAL ECONOMY OFFERS 
INFINITE NEW OPPORTUNITIES
In a connected world where every company is becoming a 
technology company, smarter products and services will refocus 
commerce on business outcome and blur industry lines. 
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DIGITAL INNOVATION IS A NECESSITY AND AN OPPORTUNITY

REIMAGINE EVERYTHING

As consumers, sellers, and suppliers 
connect digitally and derive new insights 
from large volumes of digital data, 
processes for buying, selling, fulfilling, and 
servicing will be reinvented.

• Automated, dynamic, and contextual 
pricing based on a shopper’s digital 
footprint, defined preferences, and 
engagement across channels and 
media

• Digitally engaged vendors understand 
consumer demand in real time, 
adjusting production, shipments, and 
planned trade promotions to 
proactively drive sales and minimize 
out of stocks    

• Digitally transparent supply networks 
enable short lead times and “make-to-
order” assortments that reduce 
inventory and delight customers

• Connected warehouses and digital 
identification reduces costs through 
tracking and tracing along the supply 
chain, for example, by alerting about 
damaged or expired goods

• Social and digital customer feedback 
influences product design, private 
label, and manufacturing decisions 

• Flexible payment methods that enable 
wallet-less shopping combined with 
business networks enable anywhere, 
anytime consumption

REIMAGINE 
BUSINESS MODELS

REIMAGINE
RETAIL PROCESSES

REIMAGINE 
SHOPPER ENGAGEMENT

As retailers shift focus from product-
based to more consumer-centric and 
experience-based strategies, business 
models are evolving  to capture new 
sources of value.

• Retail-as-a-service, such as men’s 
shopping service Trunk Club or 
fashion rental company “Rent a 
Runway,” focus on the outcome and 
not on the product

• Under Armour’s digital health 
platform recognizes data as an asset 
and is creating a large community of 
engaged fitness enthusiasts sharing 
fitness data in real time – data which 
has many uses in growing the core 
business and creating alternate 
revenue streams 11

• Business networks and business 
brokerage models like Alibaba, eBay, 
and Ariba are enabling retail with no 
physical inventory

• Consumer need for thrill, speed, and 
instant satisfaction is giving rise to 
new retail-on-demand models, such 
as flash sales aimed at capturing 
consumers at the moment of 
impulse

How retailers engage with consumers 
by incorporating technology in a 
meaningful way and provide a unified 
experience across touch points will be at 
the heart of survival in the digital age.

• “Segment of one” loyalty and 
marketing where digitally alert 
consumers tailor their assortments, 
pricing, promotions, fulfillment 
options, and loyalty rewards in real 
time

• In-store experience using interactive 
technology and new payment 
methods improves satisfaction and 
enriches the shopping experience

• E-learning to provide retail associates 
continuous learning via a digital 
experience, results in knowledgeable 
staff improving the overall shopper 
experience

• Increased social engagement 
among retailers, associates, and 
customers builds brand loyalty while 
providing opportunities for recruiting, 
commerce, and customer service

• In-store digital technologies 
improve productivity by reducing 
manual tasks and helping staff 
maintain compliance with store 
pricing, display, and other guidelines

Retailers understand that data-driven strategies are the keys to value creation. Based on our collaboration 
with thousands of retailers worldwide, we’ve seen that those rising to this challenge are moving quickly in 
three strategic areas:
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REIMAGINE BUSINESS MODELS

REIMAGINE EVERYTHING

The traditional retail business model involved selling products and services at a markup to cost. With 
digital playing a larger role in commerce, many newer business models fundamentally rethink the use of 
technology in creating and capturing new sources of value.

Retail-as-a-service

Many emerging retail models focus on the outcome that a 
consumer desires and then creatively use technology to deliver 
that outcome.
• Subscription-based models determine with increasing 

accuracy what a customer wants and when – and then deliver 
the right product or experience at the right time and place. 
Whether for items needing regular replenishment, such as 
groceries (e.g., Amazon Subscribe & Save, graze.com) or for 
fashion items, where a customer wants to look trendy but 
doesn’t have time to shop (e.g., Nordstrom Trunk Club, 
stitchfix.com, birchbox.com), innovators are thinking 
relationships, not transactions

• Whether renting an evening gown at “Rent the Runway,” or 
exchanging household items with neighbors at 
neighborhoods.net, consumers are increasingly comfortable 
renting and sharing instead of buying new. Retailers need a plan 
to compete against or participate in the sharing economy

Monetize customer data

Retailers are sitting on a treasure-trove of customer and business 
data increasingly enriched from a plethora of external sources. 
Successful retailers will be adept at interpreting and using this 
information in real time. More successful ones will create entirely 
new businesses based on data.
• Creating digital communities where customers willingly engage 

and share not only builds brand affinity but also allows 
collection of more real-time data. For example, Under Armour’s 
fitness app platform and its 140 million registered users make 
UA the world’s largest tracker of fitness information.27 The app 
also generates revenue with premium versions and advertising. 
With a real-time pulse of customers’ fitness routines and 
athletic needs, there are numerous possibilities to monetize the 
platform and data

Retail with no physical inventory

Marketplace and “drop-ship” models have existed for some 
time. Ubiquitous connectivity is making them more accessible 
to more and more buyers and sellers.
• Business brokerage models like Alibaba and eBay are 

enabling commerce with no physical inventory. Many 
retailers, including Walmart and Barnes and Noble, allow 
third parties to sell products alongside their own inventory

• Marketplaces such as Etsy and Fiverr are “democratizing” 
the world of commerce, giving everyone an opportunity to 
market their products and services, while profiting from 
facilitating the exchange

• 3D printing allows a retailer to carry less inventory by 
“printing” less frequently purchased items “on demand.” A 
future where a retailer “sells” a 3D design and the consumer 
produces the product at home is not far off

Retail on demand

People often make a purchase just because of the thrill 
associated with shopping. Services like Instacart and Amazon 
Prime have elevated shoppers’ expectation for fast delivery and 
instant gratification.
• Flash sales start-ups such as Rue La La use technology to tap 

into the thrill of shopping in a “treasure hunt” environment, 
but from the convenience of a couch

• Whether driving traffic via the “buy now” button at popular 
social platforms or setting up a pop-up store at an event, 
business models are increasingly creating and delivering on 
impulse

• Virtual grocery stores in high traffic locations such as subway 
stations, downtown areas, and schools allow for convenient, 
on-demand scanning, ordering, and delivery

A large consumer product company teamed with SAP 
to create the world’s largest connected platform in its 
segment with 100 million+ registered users

A major grocer leveraged SAP hybris solutions 
to expand from a traditional, single-country, 
grocer to a fashion retailer across 23 countries 
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REIMAGINE RETAIL PROCESSES

Digital transformation will impact all areas of retail business processes as retailers seek new ways to reach 
consumers while maximizing efficiencies within their own operations. Automation, speed, and contextually 
driven decisions will create opportunities for retailers and help transform relationships with their suppliers, 
consumers, and employees.

REIMAGINE EVERYTHING

• Automated, dynamic, and contextual pricing will be  
the norm as retailers marry customer preferences and digital 
and social patterns with their own inventory and predictive 
financial models. Sophisticated predictive methods will 
replace traditional back-office planning to align pricing with 
demand in real time

• Connected warehouses and digital identification will 
enable simplified material flows and increased warehouse 
efficiencies. These processes will improve efficiencies and 
connect store associates and shoppers directly to inventory 
and shipment schedules

• Digital and RFID payment methods will continue to evolve 
and provide customers with new ways to pay along with a 
differentiated shopping experience. Convenience, security, 

speed, and anywhere/anytime consumption will be the 
mainstay of checkout and payment processes

• Digitally engaged vendors will leverage real-time sales 
and inventory data to manage production and replenishment 
schedules in line with consumer demand. Data sharing and 
access to collaborative, predictive analytics will change the 
nature of relationships between retailers and suppliers

• Flexible supply networks will enable make-to-order 
assortments and flexible fulfillment models that provide 
customers with more choices. Matching supply and demand 
based on customer preferences will reduce inventory shrink 
and spoilage. Tailoring assortments will improve margins and 
reduce markdowns on end-of-season merchandise

• Product design and private label manufacturing will 

integrate with and respond to social and digital feedback 
mechanisms. Closed-loop processes incorporating real-time 
customer feedback, reviews, and quality ratings will directly 
influence the creation and design of new goods

M.Video, a large digital electronics and 
home appliance retailer in Russia, 
utilizes SAP Transportation 
Management (SAP TM) and SAP Event 
Management to automatically route and 
monitor its supply chain, resulting in 
50% faster order processing, 5% 
increase in-store inventory availability, 
and 3% increase in on-time deliveries.30

Macys.com utilizes SAP 
InfiniteInsight to more efficiently 
(15x faster vs. legacy solution) 
predict customer buying 
behavior to optimize marketing 
campaigns and increase online 
sales by 8-12%.28

Brookshire, a Texas grocer, uses SAP   
Promotion Management for Retail 
and has increased promotional 
effectiveness, enabled automated, 
timely, and targeted advertising by 
product, category, and zone.29
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Use of digital in all aspects of the consumer shopping journey is forcing retailers to think of shopper 
engagement across all digital and physical touch points vs. a single in-store transaction. Retail associates 
need to be equipped with the right tools and information to live up to heightened shopper expectations.

REIMAGINE SHOPPER ENGAGEMENT

• Segment-of-one loyalty programs will sense customer 
preferences and tailor recommendations, offers, and cross-
sell/upsell opportunities to a customer’s digital identity.   
Differentiation will come from innovative campaigns that 
extend beyond price points to align with the values of 
individual customers

• Personalized marketing based on history, context, and 
predictions becomes a reality when built on a customer-
centric foundation that captures all interactions, contexts, 
and behaviors

• In-store customer experience is improved by using 
technologies like mobile POS, shopping cart sensors, smart 
fitting rooms, smart screens, and mirrors with virtual reality 
for additional product information and recommendations. 
Gamification increases customer engagement as a 
motivating tool. New methods of payment without pins and 
passwords using iris recognition or fingerprint technology 
provide a faster and more secure transaction, achieving 
happy customers while reducing costs.

• Compliance of all store-related activities such as planogram 
execution to influence customer navigation with in-store 
location-based offers, re-ordered mobile shopping lists, 
smart shopping cart, or smart mirror recommendations

• E-learning for employees through a modern, digital 
experience with easy-to-consume trainings. This will reduce 
the time and cost of lengthy classroom education and time 
off the sales floor, resulting in an empowered, knowledgeable 
staff that will help improve the overall customer shopping 
experience

• Social media for staff recruiting is increasing dramatically. 
Millions of people are leveraging specialized communities to 
provide services, share knowledge, and engage in commerce. 
Retailers need to reimagine how social can be used to raise 
brand awareness, provide targeted marketing and 
promotions, interact with customers to increase revenues 
e.g. via embedded buy buttons, provide payment options, 
provide customer service, etc.

• In-store digital technologies will improve productivity by 
reducing manual tasks and putting the focus on the 
customer and service. Tools such as on-shelf availability, 
digital price labels that update automatically, and mobile POS 
offer the ability serve customers from anywhere, eliminate 
unnecessary work by digitizing manual steps, and improve 
overall efficiencies

REIMAGINE EVERYTHING

Home Shopping Europe (HSE24) enables real-time, 
360-degree customer engagement with SAP Audience 
Discovery and Targeting powered by SAP HANA to influence 
buying behavior and reduce product return rates. 31

A major European grocer uses SAP Customer Activity 
Repository for real-time stock information to support intraday 
shelf checks by store associates to reduce stock-outs, increase 
customer satisfaction, and reduce overtime costs.
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SAP HANA: THE GREAT SIMPLIFIER 

Reimagining everything in the digital economy require that you 
simultaneously simplify and innovate – which in turn demands 
agility and flexibility. 

The diagram below is at the heart of digital transformation. The 
idea is simple, but took years to become reality: Bringing 
together transactions and analytics on the same platform, 
uniting structured data (e.g., transactions) and unstructured 
data (text, video, voice) will change the way retailers plan, 
execute, and interact with consumers.

In-memory computing is a concept brought to life by the 
breakthrough SAP HANA platform. While relatively young by 
commercial standards, SAP HANA’s rapid adoption in retail 
validates its massive potential for positively disrupting 
commerce and providing differentiation to innovators.

With in-memory computing, we can now finally:
1. Use data from all channels and combine with sensors, 

weather, social, and geospatial data, leading to perfect 
understanding of customers and the business. This 
results in recommendations that can be instantly acted upon 
in transactional systems. For example, retailers can use SAP 

HANA and predictive analysis to adjust stock and 
presentation based on weather conditions to better serve 
consumer needs, avoid stock shortages, and decrease waste

2. Extend the business process to interoperate with 
traditional suppliers in near real time via cloud-based 
business networks. Retailers can also now bring in affiliates 
to provide innovative services complementing products and 
enriching the lives of their customers. 

3. Modernize business processes from finance to supply 
chain, running them in real time with no data replication and 
no batch programs

These capabilities open infinite new ways of optimizing 
business, driving business digitization, simplifying everything, 
reducing cost, and providing the agility required in a rapidly 
changing world.

SAP constructed an innovation road map designed to bring in-
memory computing together with cloud computing and 
mobility. This strategy has been embraced by early adopters, 
who are leading the transition to digital.

SMARTER DECISIONS + SMARTER TRANSACTIONS = SMARTER BUSINESS
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DIGITAL BUSINESS 
FRAMEWORK

A SIMPLE AND PROVEN 
APPROACH TO VALUE CREATION 
THROUGH DIGITIZATION
Every retailer needs a simple approach to build a pragmatic 
and executable vision of its digital strategy 
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1. Customer experience across all consumer touch 
points

2. Supplier collaboration across all spend categories 
(merchandise, services, and T&E)

3. Digital core with key retail and business 
processes (merchandise planning, supply chain, 
manufacturing, finance, ...)

4. Workforce engagement, including store 
associates and seasonal staff

5. Assets and the Internet of Things to drive real-
time insights from inventory and all other physical 
assets and to enable new business models

SAP understands the five technology trends, and we also 
understand that these ever-changing requirements are big 
challenges for retail businesses. The reimagining process helps 
crystalize the future retail business model.

As a result, we have built a structured framework to think 
through how to develop and execute on your retail digital 
business strategy: the retail digital business framework. With 
this framework, the entire value chain will be digitized, including 
the core, which serves as the platform for innovation and 
business process optimization. Every retail company can 
develop a digital strategy across these five pillars.

Every retailer needs to think about digitization across five key pillars

DIGITAL BUSINESS FRAMEWORK 

Retailers must digitize to grow margins and profits and reduce costs by simplifying their operations. But the real 
value may lie in how to best serve the consumer through end-to-end digitization. Retailers need to build a platform 
for innovation and business process optimization, connecting the workforce, the Internet of Things, the supply 
network, and the customers.
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THE DIGITAL CORE FOR RETAIL

Currently, SAP S/4HANA is the only 
end-to-end solution that covers all 
business processes and runs in-
memory. Retail merchandising is 
optimized for SAP HANA. SAP 
Customer Activity Repository and 
consuming retail applications for 
assortment planning, merchandise 
planning, and promotions 
management simplify end-to-end 
retail business processes.

In addition, the SAP HANA platform 
can be the single enterprise data 
source leveraged by SAP S/4HANA 
and the rest of your solution 
landscape.

With advanced in-memory computing, you can finally free yourself from 
running the business in batch mode and building complex procedures to get 
around technology limitations. You can run simply and unleash the full 
power of the digital business to become a real-time retailer. 

Real time

Real-time visibility and optimization of business will have a massive implication for how 
we interact with customers and employees. Store managers can take action in real time 
to make sure products are on the shelf when consumers want them.

Power of prediction and simulation
Predicting the right products and offers to make to an individual consumer will increase 
basket sizes. Accurately predicting sales will reduce capital investment in inventory and 
increase customer satisfaction and revenue by avoiding stock outs.

Agility
The ability to rapidly enter new markets, acquire and onboard new companies, or reflect 
an organizational change in one-tenth of the time it takes with today’s systems is now 
possible and will enable the agility required in the digital economy.

Deployment choice and lower TCO
The consuming solution to run the core has to be simple. Retailers now have the choice to 
deploy in-house or in the cloud. In-memory computing will also have a significant impact 
on TCO, and it will free up more budget for innovation.

Consumer-grade user experience
User experience for both customers and employees is key to retail success and 
acceptance of digital change. Retailers need to engage consumers digitally on all 
channels, and that experience must be compelling and up to the high standards set by 
consumer technology companies like Apple and Google.

Simplify with SAP

A new generation of retail solutions running in real time, operating on granular data, 

integrating predictive and mobile, will change how we work, how we run our business, 

and how information is consumed: the future is here.

45%
of enterprises are building 
direct-to-consumer 
fulfillment capabilities.33

87%
of finance executives agree that 
meeting growth targets requires 
faster data analysis, but only 12% 
are able to respond to information 
requests in real time.32
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72.5%
of retailers have absent or underdeveloped 
capabilities needed to support the end-to-end, 
cross-channel shopping experience 36

SAP Customer Activity Repository powered by SAP HANA along 
with SAP hybris Commerce, SAP for Retail, and SAP solutions for 
customer engagement and commerce provide the platform that 
brings together marketing, sales, services, and commerce. SAP 
Customer Activity Repository transforms enterprises from 
product-centric to customer-centric by using a single, unified 
data platform for retail planning, forecasting, and analytics on in-
memory technology with additional insight to real-time inventory 
and product mix. 

These solutions ensure seamless digitization of the entire  
customer experience – across all channels – and enable a 360-
degree view of customers, real-time interaction, and  
sophisticated predictive analytics fully integrated to the core 
transactional system.

• Orchestrate business processes across marketing, 
commerce, sales, and service

• Deliver personalized experiences in context with each 
interaction

• Create a single, harmonized experience for your customers 
while reducing the burden on employees

• Be prepared to engage your customers on the channels they 
choose, at any moment in their journey

• Achieve full integration with your core business processes

Three key trends are reshaping the retail customer experience:

Outcome economy

The outcome economy requires a deep change in the business model, new 
organizational capabilities, and new business process capabilities. It also 
requires a much different approach to product design and product TCO 
across the lifecycle. Consumers have changed the way they buy goods and 
services.

Customer journey

Customers choose their own journey across multiple touch points at their 
convenience. The linear marketing “funnel” cannot stand up to today’s 
blended world of digital and physical channels. Retailers need to be ready to 
take customers “from tweet to receipt.”

Big Data and marketing in near real time
Big Data allows retailers to sense and respond to customers’ needs in real 
time and predict the next, best action to engage them.

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

Digitize your end-to-end customer experience with SAP 

68%
of customers are willing to pay more 
for a better customer experience. 35

91%
year-over-year increase in retention rates realized 
by retailers that adopt an omnichannel customer 
engagement management strategy. 34

Digital technology has changed the game. But, customers changed the rules. Retail 

customers demand simple, seamless, personalized experiences across any channel, 

anytime, anywhere, and on any device. 
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Digitize your workforce with SAP: SAP S/4HANA + SAP 
Successfactors + Fieldglass + SAP Fiori provide the 
tools for total workforce engagement and advanced 
analytics.
• Attracting the best workforce for your business: 

Recruit and onboard the best workforce, simplify their 
work, and ensure that regulatory and compliance 
requirements are met

• Up-skill your staff using modern learning technology 
to maximize employee engagement, improving 
consumer sentiment and mindshare, resulting in 
repeat purchases and brand loyalty

• Manage the total workforce lifecycle from 
recruiting, onboarding, performance, compensation, 
learning, time, and absences, all in one place. 
Promote training to develop a culture of employee 
retention and future leadership from within

• Smarter apps with greater user experience: Enable 
the workforce to easily access the right information 
across any device and through a dramatically 
simplified user experience, while reducing 
unnecessary paper documents

WORKFORCE ENGAGEMENT

Complexity is the enemy of the retail workforce. People are 
working harder than ever but are accomplishing less. 
Associates do not have access to smart, consumer-grade 
technology and must work smarter, faster, and better. 
Four forces need to be addressed:

Changing of the guard

Over 50% of the workforce will be millennials by 202037. A workforce 
strategy and tools will be needed to address this new reality. 

Contingent labor is on the rise

To drive agility, keep labor costs in line, and remain compliant with 
complex labor rules, 82% of retailers are enlisting the services of 
contingent workers.38

Changing role of store associates

Retailers must adapt to new business models and customer 
expectations (e.g., pickup in store), and that often creates new 
demands for the workforce, especially for store associates. To keep 
up, the workforce needs to be constantly educated on the role as well 
as on assisting tools and technology.

Complexity is on the rise

Companies do business in more countries across many more 
channels. Regulations are changing constantly. Failure to comply 
with federal legislation and local labor laws can carry hefty fines and 
cause negative exposure.

Improve your retail workforce 
productivity: Simplify with SAP

The world is getting smarter in the digital economy. But complexity is overwhelming 
the retail workforce in this pursuit.

Brooks Brothers leverages SAP SuccessFactors to eliminate 
paper-based HR processes, increase employee data efficiency 
by 50%, remove 15 paper-based processes, and realize a 10% 
increase in productivity by reducing HR admin time.  39

Working with SAP, a major U.S. drugstore reimagined the role 
of contingent labor in its operations and at the same time 
achieved 20% reduction in time-to-fill, reduced bill rates by 
an average of 5%, and reduced cycle time on labor requests 
from two weeks to three days.
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BUSINESS NETWORKS AND SUPPLIER COLLABORATION

SAP S/4HANA gives you incredible capacity to digitize business processes across your internal business operations. It is the 
connections to our customers’ global partner ecosystems that enables you to extend those processes externally beyond the four walls 
of your business. 
• Today’s cloud solutions from Ariba, Fieldglass, and Concur are #1 for direct and indirect sourcing of products, labor and services, 

and travel and entertainment – connected, effortless, and at scale
• Business networks operate on a global basis, meet data security standards, and operate at industry best standards
• Leverage services from partners to vastly extend the value of core offerings

Companies have to reimagine business processes to remain competitive and best 
serve customers in the digital economy. From sharing data in real time and 
securely, to providing personalized and contextual insights, to changing how 
companies exchange and offer products and services, collaboration across entire 
vertical markets is key to value creation. Several trends are redefining the game:

Transparency is the core of a strong business network. Business networks help retailers gain the 
necessary insights into vendor activities. This not only ensures that regulations and standards are 
considered, but also that the increasing demands for sustainability are met. This process 
transparency increases the flexibility for better negotiations and stronger ability to shift suppliers 
in the network if needed.

Network of networks: An open network serving a single market (such as travel, suppliers, labor) 
is valuable to its ecosystem. But a vertical network that connects to other vertical networks in real 
time is revolutionary and can only be accomplished through a shared set of cloud-based services 
built on top of the SAP HANA Cloud Platform. 

Business connectivity at scale: The greatest challenge and opportunity in connecting vast 
ecosystems is the exponential data growth generated and consumed by the network. Connecting 
millions of partners while simultaneously adhering to standards (relating to supplier size, regions, 
and business type) and processing petabytes of data in real time are the core requirements to 
becoming the de facto standard. Only SAP offers the platform to meet this challenge.

50%  
of networked companies 
are more likely than their 
peers to have increased 
sales, higher profit 
margins, and be a 
market leader.40

25–50%
of travel bookings are 
“out of compliance” with 
limited corporate 
control or visibility.42

50–75% 
faster transaction cycles 
are being achieved with 
the Ariba Network.41

Simplify supplier collaboration with SAP business networks

Trillions of dollars of commerce moving in silos + millions of companies attempting to 

innovate on their own = lost opportunity to improve the lives of billions of end users. 
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. 

50%
reduction in shrinkage 
enabled by IoT based on 
an estimate of the big 
three UK supermarkets.44

US$326 billion 
worldwide retail 
industry IoT revenue 
opportunity by 2018. 43

ASSETS AND THE INTERNET OF THINGS

With the marriage of smart devices, advanced connectivity, and 
e-commerce, IoT and machine-to-machine (M2M) 
communication are already gaining traction in many areas of 
retail to optimize efficiency and develop new business models. 
Use of this technology is accelerating with mobile and cloud 
innovation, as well as advancements in Big Data and predictive 
analytics based on in-memory computing. It’s also becoming 
more affordable and practical as the size and price of sensors 
shrink. Retailers that embrace innovative technologies can gain 
first-mover advantage. 

If the Internet of Things (IoT) is causing a wave of disruption across industry, then the retail industry 
is poised to ride the crest of that wave. Unlike any other sector, retail has direct contact with large 
populations of potential consumers who fully embrace technology and innovation. Retailers need to 
stay current with the latest technologies to earn the loyalty of the next-generation consumer and 
capitalize on emerging business opportunities. 

The IoT is at the heart of this transformation. It connects people, machines, items, and services to 
streamline the flow of information, enable real-time decisions, and heighten consumer experiences. 
Leading retailers are already investing billions in the IoT – and realizing returns that range from highly 
efficient inventory management to real-time promotions that grow sales. They are beginning to 
transform their business practices and recognize that, in time, the IoT will touch nearly every area of 
retail operations and customer engagement. How can you successfully navigate this transformation? 
Consider these top priorities to build a successful IoT strategy. 

Retail innovations for the Internet of Things 

The most dramatic change in the digital economy will be driven by hyperconnectivity and 

Big Data science. These will transform nearly every retail business model. 

Serialized products
Enable a fully trackable product 
identity from production to beyond 
the customer for optimized processes 
and best customer experiences.
• RFID-enabled products
• End-to-end tracking
• Permanent inventory
• Supply chain automation
• POS/POE + return control
• Plagiarism prevention
• Loyalty interactions
• Source of origin 
• Smart fitting rooms

Heat mapping 
Make use of transparent and real-
time customer behavior to 
optimize interaction and touch 
points.
• Track consumers
• In-store + in the wild (GPS)
• Big Data analytics/prediction
• Enhanced basket analysis
• Workforce optimization
• Gamification confluence
• Promotion placement

Sensorization
Utilize state-of-the-art sensor 
technology to automate and 
optimize entire business 
operations.
• Temperature monitoring
• Energy consumption
• Fleet operations monitoring 
• Automated store lighting 
• Automated shelves/coolers

Customer service 
Provide customer interaction 
technology to increase customer 
engagement
• Wearables
• Connected homes/cars
• Automated 

checkouts/payment
• Parking assistance 
• Interactive digital signage 

The growing number of connected devices will result in huge 
data volumes. Social networks will add to this massive “data 
lake” of IoT information to enrich pure machine data. By 
correlating all this data, you can gain invaluable insight about 
consumers, trends, and preferences, and drive more effective 
promotion and placement efforts. But how will you make sense 
of it all? 

Retailers need to develop a strategy to not only store and 
secure large volumes of data, but also to enable advanced 
analytics at both the local and enterprise level. These 
capabilities will help you understand past actions and predict 
future trends so you can deliver the right inventory mix at the 
right time. What’s more, they’ll enable you to act in the moment 
and provide higher levels of service to engage your growing 
audience of connected customers in real time. Cloud-based 
data warehouses and real-time analytics will be a must. 

Think Big Data and analytics 

2% 
lower cost-to-sales 
ratios enabled by 
automatic checkout at 
the supermarket

22% 
potential margin enhancement 
through supply chain 
efficiencies and targeted 
marketing

$16.6 million
estimated cost savings for global online fashion and beauty 
retailer ASOS in the first full year of using warehouse 
automation.44
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Dream, develop, and deliver with SAP HANA Cloud Platform

SAP HANA Cloud Platform gives you the mobile, collaboration, integration, and 
analytic capabilities you need to dream big, develop fast, and deliver everywhere 
with the following capabilities:

Application extensions

Extend your current cloud and on-premise solutions for additional customization, enhanced 
business flows, and more. 

Real-time analytics

Engage customers, optimize retail business processes, and unleash new revenue and margin 
opportunities with real-time analytic apps, powered by SAP HANA. Many SAP partners are 
innovating for retail on the SAP HANA Cloud Platform. For example, OPAL, a German software 
start-up, built a solution that provides real-time operational analytics and demand planning for 
fresh food production.45

New cloud apps

Quickly build innovative consumer-grade apps for today’s always-on, mobile, social, and data-
driven world. 

Extended storage capabilities

Holistically manage all structured, unstructured, and infinite data streams with flexible 
combinations of data stream processing, in-memory technology, disk-based columnar storage, 
and Hadoop-based storage solutions.

Data footprint reduction

Significantly reduce memory footprint and TCO. In ERP systems, we have seen ~6x reduction by 
SAP HANA's dictionary compression. Removing aggregates and actual and historical data 
separation further reduces the footprint to ~10x

The SAP HANA platform is…

Real-time, in-memory platform • 10x data footprint reduction for ERP • Extended storage, including Hadoop • Open architecture • 
Developer-friendly • Embeds mobile and analytics • Secure • Cloud-ready

Walmart Data Café 
Serving 250 million customers 
each week across 11,000 
locations, Walmart relies on a 
combination of SAP HANA and 
Hadoop to gain transformational 
speed and transparency.

Walmart is an SAP HANA 
Innovation Award winner, 
recognized for its Data Café that 
breaks down data silos, providing 
a single enterprise-wide view of 
timely information for a large 
cross-section of operational staff 
looking to resolve daily issues.

“The success we’ve had in using 
SAP HANA, putting the data 
structure with Hadoop’s view of 
data, and visualizing that is 
transformational for our overall 
business.”46

Karenann Terrell, CIO of 
Walmart/SAPPHIRE NOW

SAP HANA PLATFORM – A NEW COMPUTING PARADIGM

SAP HANA is the ultimate simplifier and the platform for retail innovation and digital business
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HOW DOES IT ALL COME TOGETHER? – EXAMPLE

A lot of business professionals run for exercise in their limited 
spare time after office hours or on the road. How do they know 
when it’s time to buy a new pair of shoes? How do they shop for 
the running suit and the season’s accessories? How can they do 
this with their busy schedules?

Here is how: 

The next generation of shoes will have sensors that detect shoe 
pressure, monitoring the wear on the shoes and predicting the 
best time for a runner to buy a new pair once the shoes stop 
providing the support/grip necessary for a healthy run.

The owner gets a promotion at the optimum time when he/she 
is ready to upgrade footwear along with relevant cross-sell 
offers based on the local climate, for instance a matching jacket 
to go along with running gear or gloves for the winter season, 
with the support of predictive analysis based on a single view of 
all customer data across social, wearable technologies, and 
loyalty information.

While the five digital business pillars deliver significant value as stand-alone capabilities, the ultimate goal is to design 
the next generation of business processes that will span across all the digital pillars. Consumer experience will not 
stop at the channel experience. Supply chain and services have to be aligned with the customer experience strategy 
if products and services are to be delivered as promised.

As the runner is accepting the offer he/she might be open to  
another meaningful addition to his/her sporting gear. The 
runner will be able to complete the purchase anywhere anytime 
and pay on the go while and the order is prepared for delivery.  

The additional parts are instantly sourced and added, the shoes 
and purchased items are sent to the desired pickup or delivery 
location. And not least, loyalty points are assigned to reward 
the customer and prepare for future purchases.

This diagram indicates the process steps of this scenario 
leveraging the digital value network to give a very personalized 
experience. The honeycomb shows that there are now many 
potential steps through the process. The shopper has much 
more control and flexibility over the process with options to pay 
by credit card, or PayPal, having the shoes sent to the home or 
readied for store pickup, etc. The company to now has the 
flexibility to determine how the order is fulfilled and can analyze 
options. 

DIGITAL BUSINESS SCENARIO: CONNECTED FOOTWEAR
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HOW TO START

THE JOURNEY TO DIGITAL RETAIL 
BEGINS WITH A CAPABILITY 
ANALYSIS THAT RESULTS IN A 
TRANSFORMATION AGENDA
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HOW TO START

5

GOVERNANCE

4

VALUE REALIZATION

3

SOLUTION ROAD MAP
AND ROI

2

OPPORTUNITY
ASSESSMENT

1

STRATEGY ALIGNMENT
1. Strategy alignment: Understand company and SAP 

strategic direction and identify initiatives

2.Opportunity assessment: Opportunity deep-dive 
based on strategic initiatives and prioritization
based on value

3.Solution road map and ROI: Document end-state 
solution and business case including benefits, TCO,
ROI, and strategic road map

4.Value realization: Deliver transformation on time,
on budget, and on value

5.Governance: Maximize investments and accelerate
value creation with governance based on executive
engagement, value delivery, and continuous
innovation

THE JOURNEY TO DIGITAL RETAIL
The journey to define future business models capitalizing on digitization of retail involves all disciplines of a modern retailer and requires 
a systematic approach to identify and capture business opportunities.

THE COLLABORATIVE VALUE AND INNOVATION FRAMEWORK
Retailers embarking on the transformation journey to digital business typically start to reimagine their business with a focus on business 
outcomes and customers. 

Answering the key questions, “What role will different parts of our business play in customer shopping journey?” “How will we make 
money?” will provide direction for reimagining your business processes and operational model.

For innovation today, a new level of collaboration is required. As a result, we have developed a framework that will be a continuous and 
holistic partnership model designed to drive true collaboration and engagement. Outlined below are the five steps of SAP’s collaborative 
value and innovation framework:
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WHY SAP?

SAP ENABLES DIGITAL RETAIL 
WITH THE DIGITAL CORE, BUSINESS 
NETWORKS, AND LEADING RETAIL 
APPS RUNNING ON A COMMON 
REAL-TIME RETAIL PLATFORM

- 25 -

It took years of innovation, strategic investment, and the forging of new 
strategic relationships to build the end-to-end digital business platform. 
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SAP IS COMMITTED TO INNOVATION

Vision

Mission

Strategy

Help the world run better and improve people’s lives

Help retailers improve the lives of their customers through global networks, 
powerful platforms, simple applications, and beautiful user experiences

Become the cloud company powered by SAP HANA

TOWARD MORE SUSTAINABLE 
PRODUCTS AND SUPPLY CHAINS

Walmart is committed to selling products 
that sustain people and the environment 
and is co-innovating with SAP on tools and 
methodologies for supplier sustainability. 
By 2017, it will buy 70% of the goods sold at 
Walmart and Sam’s Club in the United States 
from suppliers that use the sustainability 
index. 48

TRANSFORMING THE 
UNORGANIZED RETAIL

SAP Ganges, the business network for retail, 
connects millions of mom-and-pop retailers 
(in less developed regions of the world) to 
suppliers, distributors, and banks – solving 
critical working capital challenges by providing 
transparency into a retailer’s business. 49

PREVENTING CHILD LABOR

Working together with Ariba, an SAP 
company, Made in a Free World is hoping 
to help companies uncover the risk for 
slavery in their supply chains and take 
steps to mitigate it. 47
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CREATE COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE THROUGH INNOVATION 

Through our innovations and over $30 billion in strategic acquisitions, SAP has the best solution portfolio and 
expertise required to enable your digital business strategy. Retail, as a strategic industry for SAP, has a solid 
innovation track record and road map with SAP Customer Activity Repository as a centerpiece of a retailer’s digital 
strategy. SAP is the largest cloud company with 80 million+ users and has the fastest-growing solution portfolio to 
support the entire digital value chain. With 74% of the world’s transactions running through SAP, 7,200+ customers 
leveraging SAP HANA, and 1,600+ customers leveraging our Internet of Things technologies to drive new business 
models, SAP is the preferred choice to turn your digital vision into reality.

 Deep retail industry expertise 
complemented with expertise in 12
lines of business

 6,000+ Design Thinking experts –
sales, services, development

 Consumer-grade user experience in 
enterprise apps

 Enterprise architecture

 Data scientists

 Business case methodology

 Design Thinking

 Benchmarking

 Value partnership framework

 60+ business process 
benchmarking and best practice 
assessments

 600+ industry-focused innovation 
scenarios 

 Innovation case studies by industry

 Infrastructure to drive proofs of 
concept

 13+ co-innovation and living labs 
with 470+ customer 
co-innovation/Design Thinking 
discussions from 2014 to date

METHODOLOGYEXPERTISE ASSETS
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SAP GLOBAL SERVICES AND SUPPORT TO DRIVE YOUR SUCCESS

In the digital economy, speed, simplification, and business 
innovation matter more than ever. SAP has a broad range of 
focused retail services to cover the end-to-end digital 
transformation journey, taking the latest technology and 
industry trends, like vertical integration and ever-changing 
consumer interaction, into account. 

As innovation is key to maintain a competitive advantage, SAP’s 
retail innovation lab helps you identify and bring innovations to 
life within the shortest time. Customers teaming up with SAP’s 
retail innovation experts start with innovation discovery 
workshops, followed by a joint evaluation and prioritization 
session. Next, the prioritized cases are realized in a prototype. 
Following an iterative approach, the prototype is transferred 
into a real-life scenario, ready to be rolled out across your 
organization. 

Our innovation control center helps you embed innovation 
management as a continuous process within your company 
DNA. 

To simplify solution deployment and minimize time to benefit, 
SAP offers a growing number of accelerators (rapid-
deployment services, retail engineered services, and retail 
model company). These tools support quick deployment and 
an agile implementation approach, resulting in time and effort 
savings. The tools are tailored to retail sub-verticals (e.g., retail 
fashion and vertically integrated value chains, grocery, hard 
goods, specialty retailing). Key retail processes (e.g., in-store-
production and meat processing) across these different areas 
can deploy in a matter of days. 

Furthermore, the retail model company accelerates delivery of 
your digital strategy: a state-of-the-art retail reference 
landscape combining the latest SAP applications with related 
retail best practices made available in the cloud, including 
preassembled end-to-end scenarios helping to decrease time 
to value and increase project outcomes. 

SAP Activate for SAP S/4HANA and cloud adoption provides a 
combination of SAP Best Practices methodology and guided 
configuration. Also, we provide leadership in learning, in driving 
quick time to value realization, and a solid engagement 
foundation with SAP MaxAttention, SAP ActiveEmbedded, and 
Value Partnership across the end-to-end customer lifecycle.

With over 1,000 retail industry consultants and support 
professionals, Global Service & Support (GSS) provides the 
industry expertise, assets, and the proven methodologies 
required to define and deliver your digital strategy. By teaming 
up with GSS, you benefit from the lessons learned from retail 
implementations and operations across the globe, and from the 
latest insight into retail and technology trends. 

SAP HANA Enterprise Cloud is the optimal springboard to the 
cloud for customers. It offers an attractive option for 
organizations that are eager to leverage SAP’s latest 
innovations such as SAP S/4HANA, with the peace of mind that 
SAP is in the driver’s seat.
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Our comprehensive retail ecosystem offers integration 
into:

• A wide range of business services (merchandising, POS, 
supply chain, etc.)

• Open architecture: choice of hardware and software

• Complementary and innovative third-party solutions 

• Reach – partners to serve your business of any size 
anywhere in the world

• Forum for influence and knowledge 

• Large skill sets 

Our partner ecosystem includes, among others:

SAP COMPREHENSIVE ECOSYSTEM

Orchestrating the world to deliver faster value

http://atos.net/en-us/home.html
http://atos.net/en-us/home.html
https://www.capgemini.com/
https://www.capgemini.com/
http://www.attuneconsulting.com/
http://www.attuneconsulting.com/
http://www.csc.com/global_alliances/alliances/32254-sap
http://www.csc.com/global_alliances/alliances/32254-sap
http://www.fujitsu.com/global/
http://www.fujitsu.com/global/
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